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ABSTRACT
Ramayya, George Joseph. M.S.Egr., Department of Electrical Engineering, Wright State
University, 2013. Two-Speed Control of Single Phase Compressors In Residential Airconditioning Systems.

Residential air-conditioning systems pre-dominantly have single phase compressors
and the new technology in use is Ultratech scroll compressors capable of running at
partial and full capacity levels using electro-mechanical controls allowing for staged and
more efficient operation based on system load conditions. This project is to look at
electronic methods to obtain two-speed control to duplicate the Ultratech compressor and
evaluate the performance of the control options. A triac control scheme is designed for
worst case assuming maximum load conditions of compressor in an air-conditioning
system. The control schemes are prototype tested on single phase motor and compressor
motor for power, harmonics and efficiency analysis. The best scheme is tested on various
operating points on compressor and compared to a performance of the Ultratech
compressor. Optional control schemes and new performance parameters are also
identified for future enhancements.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Scroll compressors used in typical split air-conditioning are of fixed capacity and
have a lower efficiency when the system is operating at low load conditions. The
Ultratech compressors designed by Copeland have part load (66%) and full load (100%)
capability which significantly improves the operating efficiency of the system.
Integration of Electronics has been a next generation theme on compressors and a low
cost scheme to provide the capability of part load and full load with an electronic driver is
analyzed, designed and tested.

1.2 Thesis Objectives
The main thesis objective is to design an electronic driver capable of handling part
load and full load capacity on a single-phase capacitor run induction motor. The
electronic driver module should be of low cost, equivalent to the cost differential between
ultratech and fixed capacity compressor. The module should be able to operate a 5 ton
compressor with maximum continuous current of 30 Amps and maximum voltage of 265
VAC. Electronic design is to be done to handle the worst case parameters. Prototype with
test reports need to be done to validate the design features on compressor. Concepts for
future enhancements are suggested and alternate applications are considered.
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1.3 Thesis Report Organization
Section 1 covers the introduction with the primary objectives of the thesis work.
Section 2 covers the basic theory of operation of an ultratech compressor in an airconditioning unit.
Section 3 covers the basic theory of operation and basic design blocks considered for the
electronic driver module.
Section 4 covers the detailed design of the hardware and software blocks and also
captures the critical hardware component design.
Section 5 covers the prototype design with the test results.
Section 6 covers the significance of the work, conclusions for the project with future
enhancements.
Section 7 covers the references used and helped in the making of this analysis and design.
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2 Fundamentals Of An Air-Conditioning System
The transfer of heat in the refrigeration system is performed by a refrigerant
operating in a closed system. The refrigeration process has its application in both
refrigerated systems and air-conditioning systems. Refrigerated systems are chiefly
concerned with cooling products, whereas air-conditioning systems cool or heat for
people’s comfort.

Figure 1 Window Air-conditioning System
A cross-sectional view of a window air-conditioner is depicted in figure 1. The blue
separator indicates separation between the indoor and outdoor sections which can be two
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separate units in case of split air-conditioning systems. A refrigerant is pumped into the
evaporator coil, located in the compartment to be cooled, where the low pressure causes
the refrigerant to evaporate into a vapor, taking heat with it. At the opposite side of the
cycle is the condenser, which is located outside of the cooled compartment, where the
refrigerant vapor is compressed and forced through another heat exchange coil,
condensing the refrigerant into a liquid, thus releasing the heat previously absorbed from
the cooled space.

2.1 Air-Conditioning System Overview
The four basic blocks of an air-conditioning system simplified (figure 2) are as
follows:
a. The condenser
b. The metering device
c. The evaporator
d. The compressor
The condenser is a device for removing heat from the refrigeration system. In the
condenser, the high temperature, high pressure vapor transfers heat through the condenser
tubes to the surrounding outside air. When the temperature of the vapor reaches the
saturation temperature, the additional latent heat removed causes condensation of the
refrigerant, producing liquid refrigerant.
A metering device controls the flow of refrigerant to the evaporator. It separates
the high pressure and the low pressure parts of the system. Two actions occurring in the
4

metering device are as follows: a) the refrigerant is cooled to the evaporator temperature
by actual evaporation of some of the liquid refrigerant and a) the pressure of the
refrigerant is reduced to a pressure corresponding to the evaporator temperature at the
saturated condition.
The evaporator is a device for absorbing heat into the refrigerant system. In the
evaporator, the saturated refrigerant absorbs heat from its surroundings and boils into a
low pressure vapor. Some superheating of the vapor takes place before the suction gas
reaches the compressor.

Metering Device
Indoor

Outdoor
Condenser

Evaporator
Compressor

Figure 2 Simplified Representation Of An Air-conditioning System
The compressor is a mechanical device for pumping refrigerant vapor from a low
pressure area (evaporator) to a high pressure area (condenser). Since pressure,
temperature and volume of a gas are related, a change in pressure from low to high
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causes an increase in temperature and a decrease in volume or a compression of
refrigerant vapor.
An air-conditioning system has two pressures: the low-side pressure and the high
side pressure. From the metering device, evaporator and suction line up to the compressor
inlet represent the low side of the system (indicated in blue). The compressor, discharge
line, condenser, liquid line, up to the metering device are considered the high side of the
system. The compressor and the metering device work in partnership to maintain the
pressure difference.
Heat is added to the refrigerant in absorbing the product load in the evaporator.
The compressor adds heat to the refrigerant in a sizable quantity during compression and
also pumps the refrigerant around the system. The heat added in the evaporator and by
the compressor is moved out of the refrigerant system in the condenser to the outside air.

2.2 Scroll Compressor Operation
Five major types of compressors are used in the refrigeration and air-conditioning
industry. These are the reciprocating, screw, rotary, scroll, and centrifugal compressors.
In recent times, scroll compressors have become more popular in residential airconditioning systems because they are operating more smoothly, quietly, and reliably
than conventional compressors.
Léon Creux first patented a scroll compressor in 1905 in France. Since the design
demands very tight tolerances to function effectively, they were not commercially
produced for air conditioning until the early 1980s. A scroll compressor uses two
6

interleaving scrolls to pump, compress or pressurize liquids and gases. Often, one of the
scrolls is fixed, while the other orbits eccentrically without rotating, thereby trapping and
pumping or compressing pockets of fluid between the scrolls as shown in figure 3. As the
gas moves into the increasingly smaller inner pockets, the temperature and pressure
increase to the desired discharge pressure.

Figure 3 Scroll Orbiting With Pockets Of Compression
Copeland Ultratech scroll compressor is a two stage compressor and can be
operated at 67% capacity (Part load) or 100% capacity (Full-load). The part load capacity
controlled is achieved by internal bypass ports controlled by a 24 VDC solenoid. When
the bypass ports are closed, full load capacity (100%) results in the scroll elements as
shown by figure 4b. When enabled it bypasses part of the scroll elements as shown by
figure 4a, resulting in only 67% capacity. In this case the outer fringes of the scroll are
7

bypassed and hence results in no compression along the outer part of the scroll providing
the part load.

Figure 4 Ultratech Scroll Compression In Part And Full Load Capacity
4a.With Two Internal Bypass Ports Opened For Part Load of 67% Capacity
4b.With Two Internal Bypass Ports Closed For Full Load of 100% Capacity
Over 40 percent of summer utility bills can come from operation of the air
conditioner compressor. Two-stage air conditioner offers steady cooling comfort by
better humidity control and by eliminating uneven cooling peaks and valleys. Copeland
Scroll UltraTech compressors lead the industry with a greater level of comfort and energy
efficiency, saving up to 25 percent on energy costs as compared to conventional HVAC
systems (200-400 Watts reduction in power as shown in figure 5 as shown by the
theoretical and actual values under different operating conditions). One of the key
parameters of the electronic control design will be to achieve a second step level similar
to the part load level of the Ultratech compressor. The electronic solution will be
8

complete if the cost of the control to achieve the above power saving level, and harmonic
levels are similar.

20/90 30/100 40/110 50/115 45/130 45/140

Figure 5 Ultratech Scroll Compressor In Part And Full Load Capacities Under
Different Operating Conditions (Theoretical Tables vs Actual Measured)
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3 Electronic Control Requirements And Concepts
Electronic module driver is to be low cost and should be able to create a two step
control of compressor. Ability to control with inputs like current and voltage is an
important factor and is preferred to have an isolated output driver for the high voltage
control. The basic operation of the electronic driver module is to provide part load and
full load capability and wiring could be conceptually as shown in figure 6. For further
simplification, the module could have only a single demand signal with the intelligence
residing inside to make decision for two stage control based on measured currents and
compressor run duration.

Figure 6 Wiring Concept Of The Electronic Control Module

3.1 Design Requirements
Maximum voltage, current, power and control requirements are defined based on the
biggest size residential compressor (5 Ton capacity).
10

Power Saving Requirement:
Control should be able to create a two step control with the part load level
operation through a switching device. Using the switching device, the module
should show a power saving between 200 to 400 watts similar to an Ultratech
compressor part load.
Maximum Voltage Requirement:
The residential compressor line rms voltage typical is 240 VAC and with 10%
tolerance, it could be as high as 265 VAC (Peak voltage = 375 V).
Maximum Current Rating:
The maximum continuous current (MCC) for a 5 Ton compressor is 32 A and the
switching device should be capable of handling the same. If a bypass relay is used
for continuous operation at full load and a switching device is used for part load
operation, then it can be lower to handle designed part load.
Maximum Locked Rotor Amps (LRA) Rating:
LRA current of compressors are 5 to 6 times the nominal current and the
compressor can see during starts 190 A for 100 to 300 ms. The device should be
able to handle 190 A for short periods of compressor start time.
Maximum Power Rating:
The maximum device power assuming 30 A with device drop, is to be designed.
The module will require a good heat-sink to dissipate the power loss in the device.
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Maximum Temperature Rating:
The device should be able to operate from -40 °C to +65 °C.
De-rating Requirement:
Switching device needs to be designed for worst case parameters and should be
properly de-rated (approximately 25 % higher than maximum).
Control Cost Requirement:
Control cost should not exceed a maximum total cost of $20 to be considered as a
viable electronic solution.

3.2 Basic Design Blocks
The electronic module has the following common design blocks required: power
supply, demand signal, current signal, voltage signal and processing block. The unique
block for each control concept will be the switching device and the trigger circuit
associated with it on the hardware. And in addition each option will monitor above
common signals and create part load with specific processing for trigger.
Power Supply Block:
Power supply input is 24 VAC and is converted to two power outputs 12 VDC for
relay control and 3.3 VDC for all signal conditioning and microprocessor.
Demand Signal Block:
Demand signal is 24 VAC input and is dropped to micro-controller input level by
a potential divider scheme and a diode to limit only positive half. Processor looks
at the signal as present or absent and determines the compressor run or shutdown.
12

Current Signal Block:
Current is an isolated input through a current transformer (CT) and is amplified
and full-wave rectified signal with good precision. Signal is fed to the analog-todigital converter (ADC) of the micro-controller and is processed as RMS current
averaged over 100 ms. The signal to be monitored is dependent on the compressor
line wire routed through the CT.

Figure 7. Basic Block Diagram Of Electronic Control Module
Voltage Signal Block:
Voltage is a protective high impedance circuit to bring down the compressor line
voltage signal to micro-controller level. This circuit is not isolated but is safe
because of the very high impedance of the order of 12 MΩ in each of the lines.
Signal is fed to the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) of the micro-controller and
is processed as RMS voltage along with current averaged over 100 ms.
13

Relay Circuit Block:
Relay output circuit is connected in series to the control coil of the contactor used
to run the compressor in full-load operation.
Trigger Circuit Block:
Trigger circuit and the switching device are unique to each concept and will be
discussed along with the switching concepts.

Multiple concepts for switching are explored for complexity, cost and control capability.
And the detailed design and compressor testing to validate the part load operation will be
done on the most promising concept.

3.3 Concept 1: Triac Control Of Run And Start Winding
The simplest design concept is to control the common leg of the compressor using
the triac (figure 8) and in turn is controlling both the run and start windings. The triac is
triggered using an isolated opto-triac thus allowing it to be controlled from a low level
microcontroller output port. Since triac is a current controlled device, the phase lag in
case of inductive load is to be accounted for correctly to achieve the correct part load
level. Common current is monitored in this case for zero cross and off time delay
calculation.
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Figure 8 Concept 1: Triac Control Of Run And Start Winding

3.4 Concept 2: Triac Control Of Only Run Winding
The second concept is also based on the triac as the switching device but in this case it
controls only the run winding (figure 9). The triac is again triggered similar to first
concept using an isolated opto-triac. Run current is monitored in this case for zero cross
and off time delay calculation to generate the part load level.
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Figure 9 Concept 2: Triac Control Of Run Winding Only

3.5 Concept 3: Triac Control Of Only Start Winding
The third concept is also based on the triac as the switching device but in this case
it controls only the start winding. The triac is again triggered similar to first concept using
an isolated opto-triac. Start current is monitored in this case for zero cross and off time
delay calculation to generate the part load level.
The start winding control scheme is not recommended in most of the published
papers and on prototype testing it proved to be true. The primary disadvantage of this
scheme is capacitor current builds up very rapidly during switching since the voltage has
crossed zero. Hence it causes sharp capacitor charge current spikes every half cycle
resulting in higher harmonics, high currents and an uncontrolled uneven operation. This
concept is ruled out for the above reasons.
16

3.6 Concept 4: IGBT Control Of Run And Start Winding
The fourth concept is based on the IGBT as the switching device. Two IGBTs are
connected in an anti-parallel fashion in series with diodes is used to create a single switch
as shown in the two configurations in figure 10 below.

Figure 10 IGBT Switch Configurations

Figure 11 Concept 4: IGBT Control Of Run And Start Winding
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The total solution (figure 11) requires two switches: first switch SW1 is to control the
PWM output of the common leg and the second switch SW2 is to provide a shunt loop
for the winding currents to flow whenever the first switch is turned off to create the PWM
based part load level. The control allows a higher level of voltage control but has more
noise and four devices with corresponding trigger circuit to drive and thus making the
solution relatively expensive when compared to a triac based control.

3.7 Concept Selection Based On Complexity And Cost Analysis
The four concepts studied above have either a triac based control or IGBT based
control as shown in table 1 below. Although the IGBT concept is very effective in
voltage control, the number of devices required with trigger is four times more.

Cost
Switching Trigger
Control
Voltage
Device
Circuit Complexity Control Harmonics
Triac Control Low
Low
Low
Good
Low
IGBT Control Very High Very High High
Best
High

Table 1 Triac Control And IGBT Control Scheme Comparison
Control can be similar to an inverter control with high frequency PWM duty cycle
level with ability to recreate the sine wave at a part load level. Key difference is not
operating at a DC voltage level from a capacitor bank but is operating like an AC switch
directly on the compressor line voltage input. Since the IGBTs are turned ON and OFF,
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the control scheme generates high level of harmonics and would require an LC filter to
reduce noise in the front end.
Triac control allows a simpler phase control scheme to generate part load level and
also allows the flexibility to use the same hardware for concepts 1 and 2. Since the triac is
a bi-directional switch, a single device can be used with an isolated trigger circuit to
complete the control block. Simplicity of control and lower cost with flexibility to
evaluate two concepts makes this switching device the ideal choice and will be used for
prototype testing, detailed design and compressor testing for final evaluation.

19

4 Analysis And Detailed Design Of Triac Control
Triac control circuit has three key design blocks: high voltage triac, triac gate trigger
circuit and snubber ciruit. Each block will be looked in detail and the design will be
selected with good calculations using the maximum parameters from the datasheet.

Figure 12 Triac Control With Key Design Blocks

4.1 Triac Hardware Selection
The triac selection is based on the following key design requirements:
Maximum Voltage Requirement:
The triac is controlling the compressor line RMS voltage which could be as high
as 265 VAC (peak voltage of 375Vpk). With a 25% de-rating, the maximum
voltage rating for the triac should be >=500 V.
20

Maximum Current Rating:
The maximum compressor current is 32Amps. Applying a de-rating of 25%, the
maximum current rating for the triac should be equal to 40 A (or higher).
Locked Rotor Amps (LRA) Rating:
LRA current is 6 times the nominal current and hence is 190Amps for 100 to
300ms of compressor start. The triac should be able to handle 190Amps for short
periods of time (The true requirement may be lower, if soft start triac switching is
taken into account).

Table 2 Maximum Parameters Of Triac BTB41-600B
Based on the above requirements, the triac that has been selected is BTB41-600B
and the above table shows the absolute maximum ratings from the datasheet. These
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parameters will be used in the thermal analysis of the triac, gate circuit design, and
snubber circuit design as shown in the circuit below in figure 13.

Figure 13 Triac Control Circuit With Key Design Components

4.2 Triac Power Analysis And Thermal Design
Maximum triac power loss or drop is determined by the maximum current through
the device during the compressor operation. From the below figures taken from the
datasheet, the current vs power handling capability of the triac can be clearly checked.
From Figure 14, for the maximum rms current of 30 A, the maximum triac power
dissipation is 32.5 W (Ptriacmax = 32.5 W).

Figure 14 Triac RMS Current vs Power and Triac current vs Case Temperature
22

From above figure, maximum current triac can conduct decreases from 40 A if the
case temperature exceeds 95 °C. And for maximum triac current of 30 A, case
temperature should be below 105 °C. Hence for the triac although is rated for 40 A, it
needs a good heat-sink to dissipate the heat generated to maintain the case and junction
temperatures below their maximum limit. This is calculated from the thermal resistance
characteristics from table below and using it with respect to maximum triac power loss.

Table 3 Triac Thermal Resistance Characteristics
For TOP3 package of triac, Rth(j-c) = 0.6 °C/W
Maximum junction temperature Tjmax = 125 °C
Maximum ambient operating temperature Tamax = 65 °C
Thermal resistance from junction to ambient is Rth(j-a) and is calculated as follows:
Rth(j-a) = (Tjmax - Tamax)/Ptriacmax = (125-65)/32.5 = 1.85 °C/W
But total thermal resistance to ambient has two parts: junction to case and case to ambient
Rth(j-c) = Rth(j-a) - Rth(j-c) = 1.85 - 0.6 = 1.25 °C/W

Heatsink should provide an effective thermal resistance of 1.25 °C/W and this can be
improved further by taking advantage of the condenser airflow over the control.
23

4.3 Triac Snubber Circuit Design

Table 4 Triac Electrical Characteristics
The snubber circuit is used to prevent spurious triggering of triac during severe
and abnormal line transient conditions exceeding the maximum off-state voltage. The
maximum off-state voltage (VDRM) of triac is 600 V. At maximum input rms voltage of
265 V, peak voltage is 375V which is well below the maximum limit of the triac chosen.
If the triac is triggered at the peak voltage level, then the dV/dt will be 375 V/us. This
will be less than the triac rating of dV/dt of 500 V/us as shown in table 4.

During commutation from figure 15, dV/dtc = 10 V/us at dI/dtc = 20 A/ms at Tj=125 °C.
If maximum current for triac operation is 30 A, then dI/dtc = 15.6 A/ms.
From the above figure, relative variation factor of dI/dt is 15.6/20 = 0.78.
Relative variation below 1 allows higher design dV/dtc = 100 V/us at dI/dtc = 15.6A/ms.
24

Figure 15 Triac Electrical dV/dtc Characteristics During Commutation
Allowing for a 25% margin, we can choose a design value for dV/dtc = 80V/us.
Vpeak = 375 V and if Csnubber is chosen as 0.1 uF, then
Rsnubber = 0.63*Vpk/(dVsnubber/dt * Csnubber) = 0.63*375/(80*0.1) = 29.5 ohms
By conservative design selection: Rsnubber = 100 ohms and Csnubber = 0.1 uF
dVsnubber/dtc = 0.63*Vpk/( Rsnubber* Csnubber) = 0.63*375/(100*0.1) = 23.6 V/us

Power dissipation in snubber circuit is calculated from voltage peak and frequency.
Psnubber = C*Vpk2*fs = 0.1*10-6*3752*60 = 0.84 W

Hence components selected for the snubber are rated as follows:
Rsnubber=100ohms, 2W and Csnubber=0.1uF, 500V or 600V
25

4.4 High Voltage Triac Gate And Opto-triac Circuit Design:
Isolated opto-triac (MOC3052) provides control signal isolation from the high
voltage (230 V) and also ensures proper gate trigger for the HV triac gate. In this case the
opto-triac is gate triggered from the micro-controller signal (3.3 V) signal.

Maximum gate current limit that’s not to be exceeded At Tj=125 °C
Peak gate current IGM = 8 A
Average gate power dissipation PG(AV) = 1 W
Gate Voltage Max VGT(max) = 1.3 V
Max Gate Current IGT(max) = PG(AV)/VGT(max) = 1/1.3= 0.77 A

Figure 16 Triac Holding and Latching Current Characteristics
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Minimum gate current to ensure safe triggering always
Gate Current IGT25C = 100 mA at Tj=25 °C in Q4
Gate Current IGT25C = 50 mA at Tj=25 °C in Q1, Q2, Q3
From figure 16, relative variation can be studied for operation at low ambient (-40 °C).
IGT increases by factor of 2.3 times to nominal at 25 °C.
Gate Current IGTneg40C = 2.3* IGT25C = 2.3*100 = 230 mA for Q4
Gate Current IGTneg40C = 2.3* IGT25C = 2.3*50 = 115 mA for Q1, Q2, Q3

BTB Triac is operated in following quadrants: positive half cycle, positive trigger
pulse through opto-triac is Q1 and negative half cycle, negative trigger pulse through
opto-triac is Q3.So the minimum trigger requirement is lower (115 mA). Between the
power triac gate and the opto-isolated triac, the maximum current cannot exceed 0.77 A
and the minimum cannot be below 0.115A for reliable triggering under worst case
conditions. The maximum current is to be limited in case the trigger happens at the peak
voltage.

Rtrigger = Vpk(max)/0.77 = 375/0.77 = 487 ohms.
Select a design value of Rtrigger = 500 ohms for fast and reliable triggering.

Triac Trigger will happen consistently at or below this minimum voltage level:
Vmin = Rtrigger*0.115 = 500*.115 = 57.5 V
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Because of inductive motor load, the voltage leads the current. At the time of zero
cross current, voltage has already passed zero and typically the lag results in voltage level
greater than 57.5 V for an input voltage of 180 VAC. Hence trigger current will be high
enough always. Typically from the trigger, triac conducts within 1-5us and trigger
resistor power requirement is not a concern because the voltage across the trigger circuit
is only the BTB triac drop voltage as soon as it conducts.

Trigger latching current requirement and pulse duration:
Latching current maximum at 25 °C is 80 mA and holding current maximum at
25 °C is 70 mA from table 4. Negative ambient has the maximum latching and holding
current requirements for triacs and from figure 16, it can be seen there is an increase by a
factor of 1.65 at -40 °C for both parameters.

ILmaxneg40C = 1.65*80 = 132 mA
IHmaxneg40C = 1.65*70 = 116 mA

Worst case for triac latching or holding will be in case of a low current
compressor operation (close to 2 A). And the trigger pulse has to be maintained until the
latching level is reached for triac to operate continuously. The advantage of using the
opto-isolated triac MOC3052 is once it is conducting it is latched on for the entire half
cycle. Thus maintaining higher pulse duration for BTB triac gate trigger always and it
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starts to conduct safely without issue. BTB trigger current level is achieved in this circuit
by the right choice of RTrigger resistor. And pulse duration is not a concern because of the
opto-isolated triac driver.

4.5 Opto-triac Circuit Design

Figure 17 Opto-triac Trigger Current And Forward Voltage Characteristics
MOC3052 Emitter Resistor Design:
Opto-triac LED forward current requirement at 25 °C is 10 mA for opto-triac conduction
and also the absolute maximum forward current is not to exceed 60 mA. From above
figure, current requirement increases by a factor of 1.1 times for operating at -40 °C when
compared to typical operation at 25 °C.

Minimum Forward current IFminneg40C = 1.1*10 = 11 mA.
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For 3.3 VDC micro-controller, with 5% tolerance on supply highest voltage, forward
current should be below IFmax = 60 mA and also micro-controller cannot drive an output
above 25 mA.

Vccmax = 3.50 V and Vol = 0 V
VLEDmin = 1.18 V (at TA=65 °C, from figure 17)
RLEDmin = (Vccmax - VLEDmin - Vol )/Imicromax = (3.50-1.18-0)/25 = 92.8 ohms

At lowest voltage, forward current should be above IFmin = 11 mA.
Vccmin = 3.14 V and Vol = 0.7 V
VLEDmax = 1.34 V (at TA= -40 °C)
RLEDmax = (Vccmin - VLEDmax - Vol )/IFmin = (3.14-1.34-0.7)/(11) = 163.6 ohms
So by design we can select RLED = 120ohms

Figure 18 Opto-triac LED Pulse Width
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From the forward current design, IF is greater than 10 mA. Pulse duration from
above figure is only 1.5 µs assuming a forward current of 10 mA. Pulse duration of
double of the minimum requirement is 3 µs would be good and in the actual design,
pulses are controlled from the interrupt level with a duration of 250 µs and is well above
the design limits required for the opto-triac LED to conduct forward.

4.6 Triac Software Design Blocks
Triac control has the following critical software design blocks:
a) Measurement of RMS voltage, RMS current and phase lag between the zero cross
voltage and zero cross current
b) Algorithm to decide on part load or full load operation and
c) State machine to control transition between the operating states

Figure 19 Software Control Flow Showing Critical Steps
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Adjustment of triac output voltage is done by knowing the zero cross (ZC) point
of line current and time delay setting for the trigger pulse start after ZC of line current to
achieve the required part load output voltage.

4.6.1 State Machine Representation

4.6.1.1 Full Load - State1
Compressor on starting enters State1 and is operated with the relay in ON state
and the triac in OFF state. Compressor is operated for a minimum period of 1 minute and
during this period the RMS voltage and current are measured along with the time lag
between the two signals. On completion of start duration (1 minute), if the compressor
current is below the 80% Rated Load Amperes (RLA) then it changes to State2 or else it
continues to operate in State1.

4.6.1.2 Part Load Transition – State2
On entering State2, compressor is operated with the relay in ON state and the triac in ON
state for a duration of 100 ms allowing for the safe transition before relay open. Triac
trigger point for operating at 200 V (off time of approximately 2ms from current zero
cross) is determined and the triac is slowly tuned in 0.25 ms off times in the next eight
cycles to reach the 2 ms off-time. The rms voltage is measured with phase controlled
waveform and is adjusted further low or high to reach the 200 V part load level.
Transition State2 is complete once the part load voltage of 200 V is reached and moves to
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State3. Since it is an inductive load and the motor is running, the voltage may not be as
clean as in figures drawn and may require a higher than 2 ms off period to reach 200 V
part load voltage.

Figure 20 Triac Control – State Machine Design

4.6.1.3 Part Load – State3
On entering State3, compressor is operated with the relay in OFF state and the
triac in ON state at the 200 V trigger point. The rms voltage is measured continuously
and is adjusted if needed to maintain the 200 V part load level. If the compressor current
is above the 85% Rated Load Amperes (RLA) then it changes to State4 or else it operates
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in State3. To achieve right balance is critical, since lowering voltage will increase
current, to have a proper hysteresis band is important to have operation in part load, the
reset point can be higher than 85%, to be determined by test results.

4.6.1.4 Full Load Transition – State4
On entering State3, triac is slowly tuned in 0.25 ms increments in the next eight
cycles to reach the full wave and then is operated with the relay in ON state and the triac
should be in ON state for a period of 100 ms allowing for the safe transition with relay
closed. Transition State4 is complete once the full load voltage is reached and moves
back to State1.

4.6.2 Control Algorithm
Microcontroller measures the RMS voltage and current by reading through the
ADC channels every 250 µs and calculating the RMS average over 100 ms. The
measured values are calibrated against standard multi-meter measurements. Zero cross
between voltage and current is done during full load and the phase lag is determined in
the first minute of operation. If voltage is above 220V and if the current is below 80%
RLA, then the part load compressor operation is engaged with triac phase control. At any
point if the voltage drops or current is above 85% RLA the control shifts back to full load
operation.
Compressor inductive load is shown in figure18. Microcontroller determines the

ɵLag) and calculates the delay off-time (ɵOff) required to obtain the part load

phase lag (
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Figure 21 Inductive Load Showing Current Lags Voltage
level of 200 V (approx 2 ms). The triac is slowly transitioned from full load to part load
in steps of 0.25 ms off-time increments until 2 ms is reached. On reaching defined offtime, the voltage is measured to confirm 200 V or adjusted up or down slowly to tune to
the required set-point of 200 V. The triac phase controlled waveform with phase lag, offtime and current/voltage triac outputs are as shown below.
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Figure 22 Triac Phase Controlled Inductive Load Showing Delayed Off-time
For simplicity of triac control, the delay off-time from current zero cross of the
controlled compressor line is used to create different voltage levels. (In actual prototype
tests on compressor, the set-points are fixed with specific off-times like 2 ms, 2.25 ms
and 2.75 ms because the current increase observed with the voltage phase control).
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5 Prototype Testing And Results
5.1 Triac Control Operation On Single Phase Fan Motor
Triac control is tested on a single phase fan motor (Dayton motor model 6K438BA,
230V, ¼ horsepower) with capacitor start induction run characteristics. During the startup, the start winding with capacitor is engaged through a current relay and as soon as the
current drops to normal operating level, the start winding is dropped by the current relay
and the motor runs with run winding induction only.

Figure 23 Triac Control Using Phase Control (100 % Duty Cycle)
The triac control using simple phase control is shown to generate different part load
levels and since the motor is unloaded it is easy to see the power savings from 100 %
duty cycle (240 V) to lower voltage levels as shown in figures 23, 24 and 25. Every 10 %
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reduction in voltage has an equivalent of 90 to 100 W reduction in power on this
unloaded motor.

Figure 24 Triac Control Using Phase Control (90 % Of Nominal Voltage)

Figure 25 Triac Control Using Phase Control (80 % Of Nominal Voltage)
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Since the motor is totally unloaded the motor keeps running at lower speeds
without an increase in current. The reduction in motor voltage versus the motor power
and current reduction can be seen in the figure below. The triac control is an excellent
scheme to control a lightly loaded motor or unloaded motor with proportional power
savings.

Figure 26 Triac Control Using Phase Control On An Unloaded Fan Motor
Although Power reduction looks considerable it comes with the penalty of more
harmonics. As the waveform is phase controlled more to generate a lower voltage level
the level of the third harmonic (and higher harmonics) increases considerably in
proportion to the first harmonic as shown in figure below.
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Figure 27 Triac Control: First/Third Current Harmonics When Unloaded

5.2 Triac Control Concept1 On Single Phase Capacitor Run
Compressor Motor
In triac control concept1, phase control is applied on the common return path of
compressor hence controlling both the run and start windings and the resulting current
waveforms can be seen in the below figure 28. The phase control is tried with three
different off time delays in each half line cycle: 2 ms, 2.25 ms and 2.75 ms. When the off
period was increased above (>=3 ms), the compressor current fluctuated too high (spiky
waveform) indicating a loss of control (unable to reach a stable operation) and is not
covered as part of these test results.
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Figure 28 Triac Control Concept1 Showing Run, Start and Common Currents
a) Delay Off Period = 2.25 ms and b) Delay Off Period = 2.75 ms

Figure 29 Compressor Common Current Compared Between Triac Control
Concept1 And Normal Full/Part Load Under Different Operating Conditions
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The compressor is operated under the following evaporator/condenser
temperature conditions: 20 °C/90 °C, 30 °C/100 °C, 45 °C/110 °C and 50 °C/115 °C. If
the compressor operating load condition is increased above to 45 °C/130 °C, the triac
phase control does not have power savings compared to full load. It confirms that the
phase delay cannot be applied above the operating point 50 °C/115 °C where the
compressor load is too high to be met with phase controlled output. The phase control
concept1 is compared to the compressor operation in full load and part load using
solenoid to understand the power and current levels under different operating conditions.

Figure 30 Compressor Power Compared Between Triac Control Concept1 And
Normal Full/Part Load Under Different Operating Conditions
As can be seen from figure 29, the compressor currents rise higher under the same
operating condition with reduced phase control voltage. In figure 30, the compressor
power shows the power saving between ultratech full load power and part load operation
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in relation to concept1. Under different delay times and different operating conditions, it
looks almost the same as full load power (with very minor deviation under lighter load
conditions) and trending higher as the load is increased.

5.3 Triac Control Concept2 On Single Phase Capacitor Run
Compressor Motor
In triac control concept2, phase control is applied on the run winding only of the
compressor and the resulting current waveforms are shown in the below figure 31. The
phase control is tried as in concept1 with respect to off time delay periods and
compressor was run under the same operating conditions to make a comparative study.

Figure 31 Triac Control Concept2 Showing Run, Start and Common Currents
a) Delay Off Period = 2.00 ms and b) Delay Off Period = 2.75 ms
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Figure 32 Compressor Common Current Compared Between Triac Control
Concept2 And Normal Full/Part Load Under Different Operating Conditions
The phase control concept2 is compared to the compressor operation in full load
and part load using solenoid to understand the power and current levels under the
different operating conditions. As can be seen from the above figure, the compressor
currents rise higher under the same operating condition with reduced phase control
voltage. In figure 33 below, the compressor power vs operating condition charting shows
the power saving between ultratech full load power and part load operation. But on
comparing the same to the triac control concepts under different delay times, it looks
almost the same as full load power under lighter load conditions and trending higher as
the load is increased.
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Figure 33 Compressor Power Compared Between Triac Control Concept2 And
Normal Full/Part Load Under Different Operating Conditions

5.4 Compressor Power And Harmonic Analysis Of The Triac
Control Concepts
Compressor power together with the triac control is measured using Yokogawa
power analyzer and it also provides a detailed break-down of the current and voltage
harmonics as shown in table 5. From the previous power comparisons it is very clear that
the part load power on Ultratech compressor is significantly lower and is hence not used
as the comparison point for power saving check.
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Table 5 Compressor Power And Harmonics In Full Load Condition

Full load compressor operation is used as the reference point since it will be so in
case of a fixed capacity compressor and the triac control power levels are drawn against it
under the primary operating points as shown in figure 34. From the comparison it is very
clear that there is no power saving in case of concept1 as it overlaps the full load power
levels. But the concept2 has little merit and has a power saving between 20 to 60 W
based on the operating condition.
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Figure 34 Compressor Power Compared Between Triac Control Concepts

For compressor current harmonics, the odd harmonics vary based on the control method
and also vary between full load vs part load operation. Since the even harmonics are very
low, they are neglected in this study. The odd harmonic intensity is expressed as a
percentage level of the fundamental frequency component as shown in figure below. The
full load operation has the minimum harmonic content and the part load operation shows
higher harmonic content similar to the triac control concepts. Concept1 has higher level
of third harmonic whereas the concept2 has higher level of fifth harmonic.
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Figure 35 Compressor Current Harmonics Compared Between Full Load, Part
Load, Concept1 and Concept2 Operations
With the comparison studies, the triac control concept2 has better possibilities because of
the power savings and slightly higher but comparable level of harmonics to an ultratech
part load system.
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6 Conclusion
6.1 Significance Of This Work
Initial discussion of the thesis outlines an air-conditioning system and with details
on the ultratech compressor and its operation and merits. A comparison of different low
cost electronic control options triac vs IGBT is explored and based on the complexity,
cost and flexibility metrics, electronic triac control is chosen.
Good part of the report captures the detailed design looking at critical datasheet
parameters and how to determine worst case parameter calculation as is used in an
industrial design. Triac selection is tied to the defined requirements and the trigger circuit
design and snubber design are calculated step-by-step with good relation to the datasheet
tables and charts.
Prototype testing is done on fan motor and effectiveness of the triac based voltage
control is confirmed. Compressor is run in different operating conditions and the test data
measured is used as baseline power and harmonics. Triac control is tested using two
concepts and then the performance is compared with the baseline. Based on the
performance (power saving and harmonic levels), concept2 with control of the run
winding is chosen.
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6.2 Main Conclusions
Main thesis idea is to generate an electronic control equivalent to part load of an
ultratech compressor. Detailed design shown will help to understand the practices used in
industry and how it is to be designed for worst case.
Part load ultratech showed a saving of 200 to 400 W based on operating condition.
Triac control showed an improvement of 20 to 60 W, not as high as the mechanical part
load scheme of an ultratech compressor. The test results showed a considerable
difference in power saving levels.
Improved power saving achieved in the two nominal conditions (45/110 and
50/115), could indicate a possible way to integrate the control to have an uptick in
efficiency but not as a second step level operation.
Fan motor control showed a lot more robustness with multiple steps possible. The
thesis highlights the triac control scheme as a viable option for single phase motors with
capacitor start induction run principle where only one winding is active during run
condition. But is not considered the same way for a single phase residential compressor
where the motor is capacitor start capacitor run principle.
Majority of the existing works are done either on fan motors or compressor
motors at a single operating point. This thesis work has a more elaborate study at
different compressor operating conditions and hence it can be used as good reference for
triac control on single phase compressor motors.
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6.3 Recommendations For Future Work
a) Enhanced simulations with single phase induction motor to implement advanced
and more precise control schemes is possible.
b) MOSFET or IGBTs can be used for the AC switch as in concept4 and can be
tested for power saving and also can be studied for controlling specific frequency
components and studying its impact on performance and noise.
c) Bridge of triacs to generate 30Hz frequency operation is another alternative.
d) Control can be enhanced with additional features for compressor soft-start or softshutdown operation.
e) Triac output voltage can be lowered to so as to use it as trickle heat in case of
flooded start conditions.
f) Triac output with better off state control to improve the power factor between
current and voltage can be done.
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